


About Firm

Architect K Atelier is a Bhopal based architectural firm driven by 
global sharing of research, local knowledge and national practice with 
deep social and cultural understanding of the communities we design 
for. We live in an interesting time where material things are arguably 
better than they have ever been before, cities are changing at their 
own pace to respond to greater density, better connectivity and 
efficiency. Atelier believes that the world must share its rapidly 
growing knowledge of the new urbanisation and architectural 
solutions to the needs of clients. The idea of rationality and simplicity 
is in several details, as much in the geometric form as in the choice of 
the materiality of the project. Like every client is different, every 
project is unique in its own way. 

Our aim is to shape each thought and create something 
compartmental yet strong and solid enough that withstands the 
demands of client and project’s location but porous enough to filter 
comfort and functionality. We are diverse by design. Each project 
includes architects that understand and respect the social and 
cultural needs of the local community they are designing for. We deal 
with different types and kinds of projects like residential, commercial, 
retail, hospitality and administrative sectors. Above everything we 
encourage creative solutions and creative thinking. We also deal with 
interior design projects. We never stop pushing boundaries, 
implementing the latest innovation and technical expertise in every 
new project we undertake.
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I did graduation in architecture & in the begining worked with 
architectural offices in delhi & bhopal. With a childhood inclination 

for architecture & construction, I feel deep temptation for buildings. 
That passion for building elements moulded my personality for no 

other field than architecture & design.

Observing the design elements in everything & composing these 
generic design elements in rhythm to develop the projects became 

my philosophy of design.

Further I would say understanding clients aspirations is the most 
important thing for me in my professional practice.

Kulveer Singh
PRINCIPLE ARCHITECT
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THE ARCHITECT’S DIARY DWELL MAGAZINE

INDIA’S BEST HOMES ARCHITECT AND INTERIORS
INDIA

ENGAGE
An Architectural Journey








